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DPSG and its use in sentence generation
from meaning representations

Harry Bunt
Institute for Language Technology and Artificial Intelligence

Tilburg University, The Netherlands

1 Introduction

The task of sentence generation, as conceived in this paper, is the systematic
translation of ineaning representations into strings of words. This task is
not easy, since there is in general no simple relation between the elements of
meaning representations and the words in sentences. Instead, we are dealing
with a complex relation between substructures in meaning representations
and substructures of sentences.

A specific, notorious problem arises when semantic substructures cor-
respond to syntactic constituents of which the words should not be placed
immediately after each other; i.e., when discontinuous constituents have to
be generated. For many sentence generators this is a major stumbling block,
for which special provisions have to be made (see e.g. Block, 1988; Horacek,
1988; Kempen, 1987). The reason for this is that the grammar formalisms
incorporated in these generators do not describe both the relation between
semantic and syntactic constituents and the word order constraints on syn-
tactic constituents in a sufficiently general way, powerful enough to deal
with discontinuous constituents. This causes a problem especially if one
aims at incremental sentence generation, i.e., at a process where sentences
grow in an 'on-line' fashion as the elements of the meaning representation
are processed in a certain order (cf. Kempen 1987).

The problems of generating discontinuous constituents parallell those
of their interpretation in an on-line syntactic-semantic parser, which deals
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with the same complex relation between meaning representations and sen-
tence constituents, but now in reversed direction (see Bunt, 1987). A gram-
mar which describes this relation in general, including the case where the
syntactic constituents are discontinuous, should be a sound basis for the
design of both parsing and generation algorithms which can handle the
phenomenon of syntactic discontinuity in an elegant way.

In the TENDUM dialogue project (see Bunt et al., 1985) we have de-
signed and implemented a grammar formalism precisely for this purpose,
the syntactic side of which is called Discontinuous Phrase-Structure Gram-
mar (DPSG). In this paper we describe the DPSG formalism, how it is
coupled to semantic and pragmatic interpretation in the TENDUM dia-
logue system, and how it can be used for sentence generation.

The generation of sentences in the context of natural-language dialogue
is in some respects simpler than in the context of text generation, and in
some repects more dif~icult. It is less difiicult in that several problems that
arise in the generation of multi-sentence text, such as the use of tense and of
anaphora, hardly arise in this context. It is more difí'icult in that it requires
not only the expression of a certain semantic content, but also that of the
communicative function with which the sentence is used in the dialogue;
the task is in fact more accurately described as utterance generation, rather
than sentence generation.

We begin by taking a look at the phenomenon of syntactic discontinuity
and its representation.

2 Syntactic discontinuity and its treatment
in DPSG

2.1 Discontinuous constituents

In languages with rigid word order, like English, French, and Dutch, but in
many other languages as well, it happens quite often that the constituents of
an expression are not adjacent. This phenomenon occurs in a wide variety
of constituent types: noun phrases, verb phrases, adjective prhases, adverb
phrases, etc. The examples (1)-(7) illustrate this: in (1) we see a discontin-
uous verb phrase ( talked about politics); in (2) a discontinuous preposition
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phrase (from which children), in (3) a discontinuous adjective phrase (bet-
ter than I expected); in (4) a split verb (wake up); in (5) a split negation
(ne pas) and a discontinuous noun phrase with 'extraposed' relative clause
(un de tes cousins qui demeure à Bruxelles); in (6) a discontinuous adverb
phrase (harder dan ooit tevoren); in (7) a discontinuous noun phrase with
'extraposed' prepositional phrase (ein Auto mit 6 Ture).

John talked, of course, about politics

Which children did Jasper expect to get a present from?

This was a better movie than I expected

Wake me up at seven thirty

Tu ne crois surement pas qu'un de tes cousins viendra qui demeure à
Bruxelles?
(Surely you don't think that one of your cousins will come who lives
in Brussels?)

(6) Leo is harder gegaan dan ooit tevoren
(Leo has been going faster than ever before)

(7) Ich habe ein Auto gekauft mit 6 Ture
(I have bought a car with 6 doors)

Sentence (1), which has been discussed extensively in the literature,
presents a problem for any analysis in terms of adjacent constituents, since
the parenthetical of course divides the verb phrase talked about polátics into
two non-adjacent parts. This means that we are forced to consider the
parenthetical either as part of the VP, as Ross (1973) has suggested, or as
a constituent at sentence level, as has been suggested by Emonds (1976,
1979). In the latter case, the sentence is analysed as consisting of the
embedded sentence John talked, with of course and about politics both as
specifiers at sentence level. McCawley (1982) provides detailed arguments
showing that both suggestions are inadequate and suggests, instead, the
syntactic representation (8).
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This is not an ordinary tree structure, but McCawley argues that there
is no à priori reason to be afraid of constituent structures like (8). We will
return to this suggestion below.

John talked of course about politics

Example (2) represents a different class of phenomena, which are con-
veniently thought of in terms of movements of parts of phrases. In this
example, the NP which children can be thought of as having moved out
of the PP from which children, of which only the preposition has been left
behind ('stranded'). The use of transformations, such as movements, is
computationally unattractive, however. In an attempt to deal with such
cases without transformations, in GPSG a special type of syntactic cat-
egories have been introduced, called 'slash categories'. For instance, the
category PP~NP is assigned to a prepositional phrase which 'misses' an
NP. In the present example, this category would be assigned to from. The
assumption that an NP is missing propagates to other levels in the tree
which the phrase-structure rules generate; see diagram (9). The use of
phrases that 'miss' some constituent suggests itself naturally in the case
of comparative constructians, like (3) and (6), where an adjectival or ad-
verbial phrase consists of a part containing a comparative form and a part
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containing the yardstick of comparison. The second part is often not ad-
jacent to the first part; in example (3) it would even be ungrammatical to
place the two parts adjacent: `Thi9 was a better than I expected movie.

(9)

PP~NP

NP[fWHJ AUX NP V NP PREPNP~NP

which children did Anneget a present from 0

In cases like (5) and (7), on the other hand, the technique of'incomplete'
constituents cannot be used. Both in (5) and in (7) the discontinuous
NP contains a full-fledged NP, which cannot sensibly be said to 'miss' the
relative clause or prepositional phrase that comes later in the sentence.

The most straightforward way of dealing with such cases is to allow
syntactic structures with crossing branches, as suggested by McCawley for
parentheticals, and represent discontinuous constituents as they occur in
a sentence. For sentence (7), for example, this leads to the constituent
structure (10).
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NP AUX DET N V PP

Ich habe ein Auto gekauft mit 6 Tiire

For parsers as well as for generators the use of representations like (10)
is computationally more attractive than the application of movement trans-
formations, since the latter approach involves more steps than is required
when tree representations with discontinuities are allowed. A syntactic-
semantic parsing algorithm with movements would have to include the fol-
lowing steps:

P1. the identification of any discontinuities;

P2. the aplication of transformations to resolve the discontinuities and
produce a continuous representation;

P3. the assignment of a semantic representation to the continuous syn-
tactic representation.

A generation algorithm has to include similar steps in the other direction:

G1. the generation of a continuous tree representation with semantically
motivated constituents;
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G2. the identification of the transformations needed to produce the correct
word order for discontinuities;

G3. the application of the transformations to generate the sentence, in-
cluding discontinuities.

Clearly, in both cases the algorithm includes steps whose sole purpose is
to make a representation continuous (P2) or to transform a continuous
representation into one with discontinuities (G3). The use of syntactic
representations which may contain discontinuities makes any such steps
superfluous. Moreover, such syntactic representations are an eminently
suitable basis for semantic interpretation and target for semantics-based
sentence generation. It is therefore worth investigating the viability of
tree-like structures with discontinuities.

2.2 7~ees with discontinuities

If we want to represent that a phrase P has constituents A and C, while
there is an intervening phrase B, we must allow the node corresponding
to P to dominate the A and C nodes without dominating the B node,
even though this node is located between A and C(11). This will have the
consequence that our structures get crossing branches, if we still want every
node to be dominated by a higher node; (9) and (10) illustrate this. In what
respects exactly do these structures differ from ordinary trees? McCawley
(1982) has tried to answer this question, suggesting a formal definition for
trees with discontinuities by amending a definition of an ordinary tree.

(11) P

A B C

An ordinary tree is often defined as a set of elements, called NODES,
on which two relations are defined, immediate dominance (D) and linear
precedence ( C). These relations are required to have certain properties,
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with the effect that a tree has exactly one root (or 'top') node, which
dominates every other node; that every node in a tree has exactly one
'mother' node, etc. (see e.g. Wall, 1972). Two of the required properties
that are worth considering here, are the following.

First, the precedence relation has the property that a nonterminal node
x precedes a node y if and only if every node dominated by x precedes every
node dominated by y. Formally:

(12) for any two nodes x and y in a tree, x G y iff for all nodes u and v,if
x dominates u and y dominates v,then u G v.

Second, any two nodes are required to either dominate or precede one
another, but not both:

(13) for any two nodes x and y in a tree, either x D' y, or y D' x, or x G
y, or y G x. (D' designates the relation of dominance: the reflexive
and transitive closure of D.)

Together, ( 12) and ( 13) have the effect of excluding discontinuities in a
tree. For suppose a node x would dominate nodes y and z without having
a dominance relation with node w, where y C w C z. Since neither x
dominates w nor w dominates x, by ( 13) either x C w or w G x. But x
dominates a node to the right of w, so by ( 12) x does not precede w; and w
is to the right of a node dominated by x, so w does not precede x either. A
structure like (11) is thus excluded, since P neither dominates nor precedes
B.

McCawley's definition of trees with discontinuities consists of a list of
seven axioms like (12) and (13) which include, instead of (13), the require-
ment that a node has no precedence relation to any node it dominates:

(14) for any two nodes x and y in a tree, if x D' y then neither x G y nor
yGx.

McCawley's definition is inaccurate in several respects; it is redundant
at some points and it unintentionally allows structures to be cyclic. An
attractive alternative to an 'axiomatic' definition of tree-like structures is
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a recursive one, which is especially attractive in connection with top-down
generation.

Ordinary trees are very easy to define recursively since their building
blocks are again trees, if we consider terminal nodes as atomic trees. Such
a definition may run as follows:

(15) Let T be an ordered, non-empty set whose elements are called TER-
MINAL NODES, and N a non-empty set whose elements are called
NONTERMINAL NODES.

(i) If t E T, then Ct,( ]) is a tree, where [] represents the empty
list;

(ii) If X1, X2, .. , Xk are trees and a E N, then Ga, [X1,Xz, ..,X~]1 is
a tree.
Instead of 'Ca,[X1,XZ,..,Xk]1', we shall also write more simply:
'a(Xi ~XZ,..,Xk)'.

(iii) No other structures than those defined by ( i) and ( ii) are trees.

According to this definition, a tree is an ordered pair consisting of a
node and a list. The node is said to be the top of the tree and to dominate
the members of the list. The top node is also said to be the 'mother' of the
members of that list, which are called the 'daughters'. Note that a terminal
node dominates zero subtrees.

A recursive definition of a tree with discontinuities, or DISCOTREE, is
not so easily given, since such a structure is built up of substructures which
themselves are not necessarily (disco-)trees. Example ( 16) illustrates this.
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The discotree S is made up of the substructures with top nodes P and Q:

(17a) P (17b) Q

a b c b c d

These structures are not well-formed discotrees since they contain 'loose'
nodes (c and d), which are not connected to the rest of the structure.
Therefore, we first define these substructures (SUBDISCOTREES) separately;
this can be done recursively.

(18) Let T and N be non-empty sets whose elements are called TERMINAL
NODES and NONTERMINAL NODES, respectively.

(i) If t E T, then the pair Gt,[ ]~ is a subdiscotree; such a subdis-
cotree is called ATOMIC;

(ii) If x E N; X1, .. , Xk are subdiscotrees that share no subdiscotrees
and L1, .. ,Ln are lists of subdiscotrees, then the pair Gx, [Xl, Yl,
.., Y„ Xk]1 is a subdiscotree, where Yt E{X1, .., Xk} U{L1,
..,L„}. Instead of 'Gx, [Xl, .., [..], .., Xk]~', we also write more

, ~simp y: x Xi, Xz ,-., ,.., Xk) .

(iii) No other structures than those defined by (i) and ( ii) are sub-
discotrees.

As before, the node x in the structure X- Gx, L~ is called the top node
of X. If Y E L1, .. , L,,, and Y E L, the members of Y are called INTERNAL
CONTEXT of x, or CONTEXT DAUGHTERS of x.

For example, the structure in (17a) can be viewed as a graphical rep-
resentation of the subdiscotree written in full and in simplified form in
(19):

(19) X- GP, [a, [b], c]~ - P(a, [b), c)
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Similarly, the graph ( 16) is a visualization of (20):

(20) X - GS, [GP, [a, [b], c]), GQ, [b, [c], d]1]~
- S( P(a, [b], c), Q(b, [c], d) )

We define the notions of dominance and direct dominance for subdis-
cotrees as follows:

(21) Direct dominance (D):

in an atomic subdiscotree Gx, [] 1, there is no node that is
dominated by node x;

in a subdiscotree Gx, [X1, Yl, .., Y„ Xk]1 the node x directly
dominates the top nodes of X1, of Xk, and of every Yi that is
a subdiscotree (but not a list of subdiscotrees; a node does not
dominate its context daughters).

Dominance (D~`) is defined as usual, as the reflexive transitive closure
of direct dominance.

A discontinuous tree is now simply a subdiscotree without any 'loose'
nodes, nodes that are not connected to the rest of the structure through
the dominance relation. In other words, every node should have a mother
node.

(22) Discontinuous tree (DISCOTREE):

A discontinuous tree is a subdiscotree X where every node is domi-
nated by some other node in X.

Since the top node of a(sub)discotree dominates all the nodes which
have a mother node, it follows that the top node of a discotree dominates
every node in the structure.

We now have a reliable definition of discontinuous tree structures. The
next point to consider is their generation. We know that ordinary tree
structures are generated by phrase-structure grammars; can discontinuous
trees also can be produced by some sort of phrase-structure rules? This
question (not addressed by McCawley) turns out to be far from trivial; to
answer it, we will have to look closely at linear precedence and adjacency
in discotrees.
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2.3 Linear precedence and adjacency in discontinu-
ous trees

A phrase-structure rule rewrites a constituent into a sequence of pairwise
adjacent constituents. The formulation of phrase-structure rules for discon-
tinuous trees thus requires a notion of adjacency in such structures. Since
adjacency is a special case of linear precedence ( 'direct precedence', so to
speak), we first have to define the precedence relation for discotrees. We
may try to do this in the same way as usual for ordinary trees.

In the axiomatic definition of trees, the set of terminal nodes is assumed
to be ordered and the precedence relation is defined in a'bottom-up' way
on the basis of this ordering (see (12)).

In the recursive approach, where trees are defined in a'top-down' fash-
ion, no ordering of the terminal nodes is assumed ( see (18)). Instead, linear
precedence ( C) is defined recursively in a top-down way by (23):

(23) (i) In a tree A(X1i.., X„), Xi G X~ iff i G j.
(ii) If P, Q, x and y are nodes in a tree such that P C Q, P D x, and

QDy,thenxGy.

The first clause in this definition defines a partial ordering between 'sister'
nodes. The second clause makes this ordering total, and rules out weird

(24a) S (24b) S

P Q p (,Z

c d a b c a b d
structures like (24).
It is easily verified that the precedence relation defined in this way is tran-
sitive, as an ordering should be. The obvious disco-counterpart of this
definition is:

(25) (i) In a subdiscotree A(X1i .., [.., Xt, ..] ,.., Xn), Xi G X~ iff i G j.
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(ii) If P, Q, x and y are nodes in a subdiscotree such that P C Q, P
Dx,andQDy,thenxGy.

Adjacency is now simply precedence without intervening nodes:

(26) two nodes x and y in a discotree are adjacent iff x G y and there is
no z such that x G z G y.

We shall write 'x f y' to indicate that x and y are adjacent (or 'neigh-
bours').

Unfortunately, this notion of adjacency is of no help for formulating
grammar rules that do anything with internal context constituents. The
following example illustrates this. Suppose we are to generate the discon-
tinuous tree structure (27):

(27) VP

V NP

VS DET N PART

Wake your friend up

To generate this structure, we need rules like the following:

(28) VP
V
NP
VS
DET
N
PART

~
~
--~
--~
--~
~
~

V f NP
VS f [DET] ~ [N] -~ PART
DET~N
wake
your
friend
up
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According to the second clause in (25), however, the particle up precedes
the determiner and the noun, so these rules generate the incorrect structure
(29). This problem occurs generally when a discontinuous constituent is
to be combined with some other constituent. We thus need a different
precedence relation for discontinuous trees.

(29) VP

r`
V NP

VS DET N PART DET N

~` Wake your friend up your friend

The source of the problem is that by the second clause in (25), a node
x which is internal context daughter of node P and a'genuine' daughter of
another node Q, is to the left or to the right of all the daughter nodes of
P, depending on whether Q precedes P or P precedes Q. But characteristic
of an internal context node is precisely that it is located in between the
'genuine' daughters of a node. We therefore relax the second clause in (25)
to (30):

(30) if X and Y are nodes in a subdiscotree such that X C Y, then X's
leftmost daughter precedes Y's leftmost daughter.

The 'leftmost daughter' Lm (X) of X is defined by (31):

(31) (i) if X is an atomic subdiscotree Cx, (]~, then Lm(X) - x;
(ii) else X is a subdiscotree of the form Cx, [X1,.., [..] ,.., X„]~ and

Lm(X ) - X1.
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With this relaxed notion of precedence, and the notion of adjacency
that follows from it, the rules (28) give besides the incorrect structure (29),
also the correct possibility (27). To remedy that the rules still generate the
incorrect structure ( 29) as well, we define adjacency slightly differently:

(32) Two nodes x and y are adjacent iff:

(i) Lm(x) C Lm(y);

(ii) for every node z such that Lm(x) C z C Lm(y): x D z.

In other words, x and y are neighbours if x precedes y and y's leftmost
daughter is the first node to the right of x's leftmost daughter which does
not belong to x. With this definition of adjacency the rules ( 28) do not
generate the structure ( 29), since the V and NP in that case are not adja-
cent.

Upon closer inspection, the adjacency relation defined in this way is still
unsatisfactory, however, as the following example illustrates.

(33)

C E

Suppose we want to generate the structure (33). To generate the S
node, we would like to write a phrase-structure rule that rewrites S into its
constituents, like (34):

(34) S--~P~Q-~E

But this rule would not apply, since Q and E are not adjacent; according
to (32), Q has C as its right neighbour, not E. Therefore, the correct rule
for generating (33) would be (35):
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(35) S--~PfQf[CJ-~[DJ~E

This is ugly, and even uglier rules are required in more complex cases
with discontinuities at different levels. Moreover, there seems to be some-
thing fundamentally wrong, since the C and D nodes are on the one hand
internal context for the S node, according to rule (35), while on the other
hand they are also dominated by S. That is, these nodes are both 'real'
constituents of S and internal context of S.

To remedy this we introduce a new concept called ADJACENCY SE-
QUENCE, which generalizes the traditional notion of sequence of adjacency
pairs. The definition goes as follows:

(36) A sequence Ga, b,..., n~ is an adjacency sequence iff:

(~) every pair Gi,j1 in the sequence is either an adjacency pair or is
connected by a sequence of adjacency pairs of which all members
are a constituent of some element in the subsequence Ga, b,...,
i~

(ii) the elements in the sequence dó not share any constituents.

For example, in the structure (33) the triple GP, Q, E~ is an adjacency
sequence since GP, Q~ is an adjacency pair and Q and E are connected by
the sequence of adjacency pairs Q-C-D-E, with C and D constituents of P
and Q, respectively. Moreover, P, Q, and E do not share anything. The
triple GP, B, C1, on the other hand, is not an adjacency sequence since P
and C share the constituent C.

This notion of adjacency sequence can now be used to define phrase-
structure rules for discontinuous trees as prescriptions to rewrite a nonter-
minal into a sequence of constituents which forms an adjacency sequence,
like (34), where some of the elements ( but not the first and not the last)
may be marked as internal context elements. A phrase-structure gram-
mar consisting of rules of this kind we call Discontinuous Phrase-Structure
Grammar, or DPSG.

It is worth emphasizing that this notion of phrase-structure rule is a
generalization of the usual notion, since an adjacency sequence as defined
by (36) subsumes the traditional notion of sequence of adjacency pairs. We
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have also seen that trees with discontinuities are a generalization of the
traditional tree concept. Therefore, phrase-structure rules of the familiar
sort coincide with DPSG rules without discontinuous constituents, and they
produce the familiar sort of trees without discontinuities. In other words,
DPSG-rules can simply be added to an ordinary PSG (including a general-
ized or augmented PSG), with the result that the grammar generates trees
with discontinuities for sentences with discontinuous constituents, while
doing everything else as before.

3 Adding semantics and pragmatics to DPSG

3.1 Interpretation and DPSG parsing

Sofar, we have only looked at the syntactic side of grammar rules describ-
ing constituent structure, possibly discontinuous. As mentioned above, a
grammar for sentence generation from meaning representations should also
link such descriptions in an articulate way to aspects of ineaning represen-
tations.

It is obviously possible to add semantic components to DPSG rules in
a Montague Grammar kind of way, as in (37):

(37) S~ NP f([PAR]) f VP
s' - np'(vp')

where s', np', and vp' designate the semantic representations of the S, NP,
and VP nodes, respectively. If the NP is Susan, with np' -(aP: P(susan)),
and the VP is is dreaming, with vp' - DREAM, then rule (37) says that
the sentence Susan is dreaming has the semantic representation s' -(.~
P: P(susan))(DREAM), which can be simplified by lambda conversion to
DREAM(susan).

In the TENDUM project, DPSG is used in combination with a some-
what Montague-like semantic theory, called two-level model- theoretic se-
mantics, and in tandem with a pragmatic theory which construes the com-
municative functions of utterances in dialogues in terms of the kind of
information transfer they accomplish upon correct understanding. Since
both the semantic and the pragmatic theory have been described in detail
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elsewhere, we only give a brief summary here and outline how they are
combined in the TENDUM system.

3.2 Two-level model-theoretic semantics
The two-level model-theoretic approach derives from the interpretation
method developed for the PHLIQAI question answering system (Bronnen-
berg et al., 1980), and has as its most conspicuous property that natural-
language expressions are interpreted in two steps, each resulting in a se-
mantic representation in a formal language. The formal languages used
for this purpose are two members of the family of Ensemble Languages
(the EL family). These languages are based in their semantics on ensem-
ble theory, an extension of classical set theory designed for the purpose of
natural language interpretation (Bunt, 1985). The languages of this family
have the same syntactic constructions, but differ in their constants. The
constants of the language used in the first stage, called EL~F ('Ensemble
Language, Formal') have a one-to- one correspondence with content words
in the natural language; one might as well say that the semantic represen-
tations constructed at this level are in terms of the content words. The
formal language serves to represent the semantic structure of a sentence as
determined by its syntactic form - hence the name 'Ensemble Language,
Formal'. The language used in the second stage has constants standing in
a one-to-one relation to the elements in a model of the discourse domain.
The semantic representations constructed at this level are elaborations of
those constructed in EL~F, the elaborations consisting in the replacement
of the content words by expressions made up of terms that refer to elements
in the discourse domain. The expressions in this language thus represent, in
addition to the semantic structure of a sentence, also the way its elements
refer to the domain of discourse - hence the name 'Ensemble Language,
Referential', or EL~R.

The following example illustrates the working of the two levels. Consider
the question:

(38) Does the KL402 come from the U.S.?

At the first level, a formal semantic structure in EL~F is constructed:

(39) COMEFROM(Ck1402, usa~)
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Here, 'COMEFROM' is a 2-place predicate corresponding to the verb come
from; 'k1402' and 'usa' are individual constants corres- ponding to the
proper names 'KL402' and 'U.S.'. The second stage is extremely simple
in this case, since the flight 'KL402' and the country 'USA' are simple con-
cepts in the domain of dis- course; only come from is not such a concept.
Therefore, all that needs to be done is to express the latter relation in terms
of EL~R concepts, and to replace the EL~F constants 'k1402' and 'usa' by
their EL~R counterparts (written in capitals for clarity). The result is:

(40) Country(Departureplace(KL402)) - USA

Here, 'Country' and 'Departureplace' are function constants relating a city
to its country and a flight to its city of departure. This stage, that of EL~F
- EL~R translation, con- sists simply of looking up the EL~F constants in
the EL~F - EL~R lexicon, making appropriate replacements, and simpli-
fying the resulting expression if possible. For the present example, the fol-
lowing part of the lexicon would be relevant:

(41) EL~F EL~R
k1402 KL402
usa USA
COMEFROM 1. (.~ x: Departureplace(eleml(x)) - elem2(x))

2. (a x: Country(Departureplace(eleml(x))) - elemZ(x))

The variable x in the translations of COMEFROM ranges over pairs of
individuals, eleml(x) denoting the first element of such a pair, elemZ(x) the
second.

Since the EL~F constants are in fact simply lexical items of the natural
language, they are in general ambiguous, and not all combinations of their
EL~R interpretations are meaningful. The combinations which are not
meaningful are filtered out by means of an articulate type system. In the
example, the first possible translation of COMEFROM would violate the
EL~R type restrictions since the type of 'Departureplace' requires the right-
hand side of the equality to be an expression of type 'city', whereas USA is
of type 'country'. Formula (40) is obtained by replacing the EL~F constants
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in (39) by their translations (for COMEFROM: the second), and simplifying
the result by applying lambda conversion.

3.3 The pragmatic framework

In a dialogue system which is more than a question-answering system, the

inputs do not always have the function of a question. Other possible func-
tions of inputs include confirmation, correction, inform, verification, etc.

The interpretation of incoming utterances is, consequently, not a matter of
truth- conditional semantic interpretation only, but also involves the recog-
nition of the input qua function in the communication. This means that we
need a framework for dealing with utterances as communicative actions.

Such a framework has been designed for so-called information dialogues,
i.e. dialogues with the sole purpose of exchanging factual information, and
incorporatd in the TENDUM dialogue system. The framework rests on
the assumption that participating in an information dialogue is a form of
goal- directed, rational, cooperative action, where a participant chooses his
communicative actions on the basis of his current model of the situation.
Based on an analysis of the dimensions of partner modelling in information
dialogues, a set of communicative action types has been defined with rules
specifying, on the one hand, how the recognition of the communicative
function of an input guides the construction of a user model and, on the
other hand, under what conditions certain actions are chosen to continue a
dialogue. The reader is referred to Bunt ( 1988) for the description of this
framework.

3.4 The TENDUM dialogue system

In this section we indicate very briefly how the approaches to semantics
and pragmatics, mentioned above, are combined in the TENDUM dialogue
system, and what the input for a language generation component is. The
reader is referred to Bunt et al. (1985) for a general overview of the system.

The implementation of the semantic and pragmatic frameworks outlined
in the preceding sections has resulted in a system design which includes the
following main functions (see Figure 1):
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1. Analysis of the input for syntactic and formal semantic structure and
for features that contribute to the determination of its communicative
function.

2. Expression of the semantic content of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and
other content words in terms of the concepts of the model of the
discourse domain.

3. Interpretation of bundles of syntactic-pragmatic features as commu-
nicative functions.

4. Update of the user model according to the communicative function
and semantic content of the input.

5. Evaluation of the information which the input may intend to con-
vey about the discourse domain, and update of the domain model if
appropriate.

6. Construction of a plan for continuing the dialogue on the basis of the
current user model, of pending goals, and of the results of:

7. Consultation of the data base, containing a model of the state of the
discourse domain.

8. Determination of indirect interpretations of the input, if in order.

9. Creation of the expected effects of the communicative actions in the
plan, set up in steps 6-8.

10. Execution of the plan by expressing its actions in natural language.

4 DP5G with features and semantic compo-
nents

In the exposition of DPSG in section 2, we have used syntactic categories
as monadic symbols, as in classical phrase-structure grammars. This can of
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course be generalized by adding syntactic features and using syntactic cat-
egories as names of feature bundles, as in GPSG (Gazdar et al., 1985). The
grammar in the TENDUM system is such a'generalized' DPSG, augmented
by semantic rules and the use of pragmatic features.

For the sake of readability, when writing a DPSG rule we split the
syntactic component into the categorical part (in the traditional sense of
syntactic categories), a part that contains the feature conditions, and a part
that describes feature propagation. Also, the rewritten constituent always
has a head constituent, which is identified explicitly. Altogether, a DPSG
rule thus has the following form:

(42) r:R ~ a:A ~- [b:B] -~ c:C f ... ~ m:M

- conditions on features of a, b, c, ..., m

- indication of the head

- specification of feature values of r

r' - f(a', c', ... , m')

The features, with which the syntactic categories in DPSG are aug-
mented, are used not only for syntactic but also for pragmatic purposes.
When an input expression to TENDUM has been parsed, the top node of
the resulting discotree has a feature list produced by the feature percolation
mechanisms ( the use of heads and explicit feature value assignments). This
feature list contains elements that serve a pragmatic purpose. Two such
features are mood and concord; the latter is used for expressions indicat-
ing a speaker's assumption that the partner agrees (concord - 'positive`)
or disagrees (concord - 'negative') with him on the propositional content
concerned. This feature is used to recognize an utterance as, for exam-
ple, a confirmation, a disconfirmation or a correction, rather than just
an answer. The TENDUM module 3, performing pragmatic interpreta-
tion, interprets these feature lists in terms of changes in the user model.
Only certain packages of 'pragmatic' features are accepted, however; these
packages are labelled with names like YNANSWER, CONFIRMATION,
CHECK, WHQUESTION, CORRECTION, etc. (see Bunt, 1988). Since
these 'pragmatic' features function in the grammar formally in the same
way as purely syntactic features, they do not influence the rule format (42).
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5 From meaning representations to natural-
language expressions

In (Bunt, 1987) we have discussed the possibility of designing the module
in TENDUM whose task it is to generate natural- language output (module
10) as the inverse of the language interpretation process, consisting of NL -
EL~F translation, EL~F - EL~R translation and pragmatic interpretation.

The inputs to the generation process consist, in that case, of elements
of the plan structure, constructed by module 6; these are pairs consisting of
the name of a communicative function and a semantic content, expressed
in EL~R. For example, in response to the question Does the KL.~O,'l come
from the U.S. ?, the plan will contain the pairs:

(43) GYNANSWER, ~ [Country(Departureplace(KL402)) - USA]~
GWHANSWER, Country(Departureplace(KL402)) - CANADA)
GWHANSWER, Departureplace(KL402) - MONTREAL)

The plan should ideally lead to a compressed form of (44), where we see
three sentences corresponding to these pairs:

(44) The KL402 does not come from from the U.S. The KL402 comes from
Canada. The KL402 comes from Montreal.

In the process, the communicative function names in (43) would be con-
verted to packages of pragmatic features (or rather: restrictions on these
features) by an inverse of the pragmatic interpretation module; the semantic
content as expressed in EL~R would be translated 'back' into EL~F, using
the domain-specific semantic knowledge of module 2, and natural-language
expressions would be constructed from the EL~F-expressions plus the fe~-
ture information using the'surface' pragmatic and symtactic-semantic knowl-
edge used in module 1, expressed in DPSG rules and the lexicon.

We only consider one important stage of such a process here: the gen-
eration of natural-language expressions starting from the representation of
individual communicative actions in EL~F. We thus consider the transla-
tion into natural language of structures of the form (45):

(45) GSemantic content expressed in EL~F, List of feature restrictions~
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5.1 Types, categories and features

EL~F-expressions have types which are related to the syntactic categories
of natural language through the coupling of syntax and semantics in DPSG
rules, since all rules which construct an expression of a category R build,
in their semantic components, an EL~F-expression of the same type. We
should bear in mind, however, that the syntactic components in the gram-
mar rules do not just construct expressions with a certain category, but
rather expressions with a certain category and feature list. (Note that,
when categories are conceived as complex feature bundles, we can simply
say that one type is associated with every category.)

The second component of the inputs of the form (45) provides further
information on feature values. Together, these inputs provide an initial
generation target of the form (46):

(46) CGsyntactic category, feature restrictions), E'~- E1

where E' is an EL~F-expression reducible to the semantic content E in
the input; we will use the notation E' ~- E to express that an EL~F-
expression E' is reducible to an EL~F-expression E. Generation targets
of the form (46) can be used to start a top- down process for generating
structural descriptions of natural- language expressions.

A sizable grammar will allow a great many syntactic structures with
the right category and features; we want to find only those whose seman-
tic representation matches, or reduces to, the input EL~F-expression. A
question of central importance is how we can use semantic information to
control this process so that it finds the desired natural-language expressions
without considering semantically irrelevant alternatives.

To begin with, we can use the syntactic and semantic knowledge avail-
able at the start of the process to reduce the grammar and lexicon drasti-
cally:

a. Grammar reduction: Delete from the grammar all those rules that
construct expressions which cannot occur as constituents of an ex-
pression with the given category and features.

b. Lexicon reduction: Delete all lexical insertion rules introducing EL~F
constants that do not occur in the given EL~F expression.
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The lexicon reduction relies on the the one-to-one correspondence between
content words and EL~F-constants, as well as on the assumption that the
semantic components of grammar rules do not delete EL~F constants.

5.2 The percolation of feature constraints

In a top-down generation process, restrictions on features of the top node
come from two sources, as we have seen: the communicative function and
the type of semantic content. As a result of the percolation of features
in DPSG rules, the feature restrictions of the top node not only restrict
the applicable rules to those where the feature requirements originating
from the generation target are satisfied, but also induce further feature
restrictions on the constituents originating in the rules themselves.

Conditions on features in DPSG rules come in two kinds: local ones,
which impose a restriction on the values of a feature for a single constituent,
and global ones, which require a certain relation between feature values of
two or more constituents. The latter make the percolation of feature restric-
tions quite complicated, since a global feature condition may for instance
require that two constituents do not have the same value for a certain fea-
ture, while the top node bears the restriction that this feature may not
have the value vl or the value vZ.

Moreover, as the generation process proceeds, combinations of feature
restrictions result in the determination of certain feature values that have to
be passed on to other nodes in the discotree under construction as further
restrictions. In other words, feature restrictions have to be computed and
passed on all the time to dominating, dominated and sister nodes.

5.3 The generation of discontinuous constituents

DPSG may be expected to offer an elegant solution to the problem of
generating discontinuous constituents, as discussed in the beginning of this
paper. Indeed, it turns out to be possible to design a fairly simple algorithm
that generates all correct expressions including those with discontinuities.
It consists of first applying the DPSG rules in a top-down fashion, gener-
ating internal context nodes as if they were ordinary constituents, though
without expanding them, and subsequently unifying the context nodes in
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the discotree with 'real' nodes. The following example illustrates this.
Suppose a discotree with a top node of category C is to be constructed,

given the following grammar (where only the categorical parts of the rules
are shown):

(47) r:A ~ a:P f [b:Q] -~ c:R
r:B ~ a:Q ~ [b:R] -}- c:5
r:C ~ a:A -~- b:B

Application of these rules gives the structure (48). This is of course not an
acceptable discotree, since Q and R have not been attached. What needs to
be done is that each internal context node (Q and R) should be identified
with a node that has the same category, features and adjacency relations.

(48) C

r`
A B

P Q R Q R S

Things can be much more complicated than in this example, since the
same node may occur more than once as internal context; moreover, the
question whether the unification of two nodes succeeds may depend on the
success of unifying other nodes. This is the case in the structure (49). Here
the unification of the two C nodes depends on that of the two D nodes,
because the contextual C node has a D node as right neighbour, whereas
the C node dominated by A does not. So the C nodes only unify provided
that the D nodes unify.
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(49)

B C

E C D F G H I H I J

The algorithm that has been implemented does not postpone node uni-
fications to the end, but alternates between expansion and unification.

5.4 Semantically guided generation

So far, we have considered some aspects of the top-down generation of dis-
cotrees, and therewith of natural-language expressions. These aspects were
all of a syntactic nature; although the type of the EL~F-expression in the
input from where we start embodies global semantic information, we have
only conisdered the type from a syntactic point of view, namely as provid-
ing information about the syntactic category and features of the generation
target. It is, obviously, possible in principle to design a recursive top-down
syntax-driven generation algorithm by applying the DPSG rules in gener-
ative mode. But in view of the tight coupling of syntax and semantics in
DPSG, we can design a more'intelligent' algorithm by taking the semantics
of the generation target into account as well.

We have seen in the previous section that the use of types provides a
generation target of the form (50): :

(50) CR, R' -~- E~

where R contains syntactic~pragmatic properties (category and feature re-
strictions) of the natural-language expression to be produced, R' is the se-
mantic representation of that expression, and E is the input EL~F-expression
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to which R' should be reducible (see (46)). Given the target ( 50), we can
inspect our grammar and select all rules that generate phrases with the
syntactic characteristics R. A purely syntax-driven algorithm would subse-
quently ( in a depth-first, breadth-first or other fashion) consider the rules
that generate the constituents of R-phrases, and so on. However, we can
take semantic considerations into account to obtain a more efficient algo-
rithm as follows.

Let (51) be a rule generating an R-phrase:

(51) r:R ~ a:A -}- .. -f m:M

- feature conditions

- head indication

- feature propagation specifications

r'-f(a',..,m')

Where a purely syntax-driven algorithm would, for instance, generate a
subgoal of the form GA[..], A'1; f(A', .., m') ~- E, we first inspect the
expression form f(a', .., m') and ask whether a', .., m' can be chosen in such
a way that (52) is true:

(52) f(a', .., m') ~- E

This can be a tough question, especially if f(a', .., m') is a function-
application expression involving lambda abstractions. However, we may
take a heuristic approach on this matter, and restrict answering the ques-
tion to a fairly simple procedure for finding a negative answer: in that case
the generation algorithm need not pursue that line any further. So we may
use semantic information as heuristic guidance to improve the syntax-driven
algorithm.

As an example, we consider the generation of the sentence The KL402
will not arrive at midnáght, given the initial generation target (53) and the
sample grammar (54), which should only be taken as illustrative, and where
feature conditions are mentioned only where relevant for the example.

(53) CCS, [mood:declar; time:fut; concord:neg]1,
S' ~- ARRIVE(Ck1402; 24:00~)~
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(54) 1. r:S
r'

2. r:5

r'

~ a:S -~ b:CONJ f c:S
- a' 8i b'

~

a:5 -~ b:ADS
head: a
r.concord - b.concord; a.concord - unspec
b'(a')

a:NPS ~- b:VG
r.mood - declar
a'(b')

a:NP -}- [b:VG] ~ [c:ADS] f d:NP
r.number - 2
(aR: a'(ax: b' (ay: R(~x,y~))))

5. r:VG ~ a:AUX -}- [b:ADS] f c:V
r.time - a.time

r' - c'

6. r:NP ~ a:DET f b:PN
r' - (~P: P(b'))

7. r:NP ~ a:P -~ b:N
r' - (~P: P(b'))

8. Lexical items:
the (DET); KL402 (PN); will(AUX); arrive(V);not (ADS);
at (P); midnight (N)

The initial target activates the three S-rules in ( 54). The semantic check
immediately rules out the rule for conjoined sentences, since there are no
EL~F reduction rules that reduce a conjunction to the effect that the con-
junction construction ( the '8s', so to speak) disappears. The S-rule for
sentences with a sentence adverbial is applicable, providing the new target
(55):
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(55) CCS, [mood:declar; time:fut; concord:unspec]~,
S' ~- ARRIVE(Ck1402; 24:00))1

Following the path that will eventually lead to success, we apply the third
S-rule to reach this target. This, in turn, leads to the new subtarget (56):

(56) ~~NP, []~, (aR: NP'(ax: b'( ay: R(~x,y~))))(VG')
~- ARRIVE(Ck1402; 24:00~)1

Would it make sense to pursue this target, from a semantic point of view?
Does, in other words, (5?) hold, for appropriate choices of b' and VG'?

(57) (aR: NP'(ax: b'(ay: R(~x,y~))))(VG') ~- ARRIVE(~k1402; 24:00~)~

We can choose here between investing in the attempt to answer this ques-
tion, or leaving it, as it does not seem to be answer- able easily (though
feasibly). In fact, (57) is the case, as can be seen informally by noting that,
according to rule 5 of the grammar, the VG' is the same as the main verb
representation V', for which the lexicon gives the possibility ARRIVE; this,
com- bined with lambda abstraction over the two individual constants in
the right-hand side of (57) gives the desired result, and this is sanctioned
by the two NP-rules 6 and 7. This much reasoning can of course be incor-
porated in the procedure performing the semantic check. It is also clear,
however, that making the seman- tic check this elaborate in fact comes
down to looking ahead in the generation algorithm, and it is not obvi-
ous where the balance between continuing the generation and performing
semantic checks is best found.

Leaving the semantic check (57) aside means that we accept (56) as a
subgoal in the generation algorithm, which is correct in this case. Once an
NP has been generated, we still have to generate appropriate expressions
b' and VG', with b' the repre- sentation of another NP, as following from
the higher goal (55) just like (56) did. In much the same way as a parsing
algorithm does, the generation algorithm will consider some paths that lead
to dead ends, but finally it will find a solution. The end result will be that
the intended sentence is generated at the leaves of the discotree (58), which
satisfies the syntactic part of the target (55).
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(58)

[number:2]

,
NP G P

,` I

DET PN

S

S
mood:declar; time:fut; concord:neg]

'mood:declar; time:fut; concord:unspec]

[~ í~é:f .t~t;
~

number:2]

I I
AUX ADS V

[time: [c~ncord:

fnt] ieg]

The KL402 will not

[number:

I2]

arrive at midnight

The EL~F representation which the semantic parts of the DPSG rules con-
struct in parallel with the discotree (58) is (59), which satisfies the semantic
part of the target (55), as it is indeed reducible to ARRIVE(Ck1402,midnight)).

(59) (ap: P) (aR: (aP: P(k1402)) (ax: ( aP: P(24:00))(ay:
R(~x,y~)))) (ARRIVE)

The integration of an algorithm alongs the lines, sketched here, with the
top-down generation of discontinuous constituents as indicated in the pre-
vious section is rather obvious, in view of the fact that internal context
elements in discontinuous DPSG rules have no semantic significance; there-
fore, they do not interfere with the heuristic semantic guidance of the gen-
eration.
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We thus see that, as the result of the tight coupling of syntax and se-
mantics in DPSG on a rule-to-rule basis, in combination with the fact that
discontinuous consituents are treated as the rule rather than the excep-
tion, natural-language expressions with and without discontinuities can be
generated from semantic~pragmatic representations in a highly controlled,

syntax-driven but semantically guided fashion.
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